CHOOSE A PROCESSING
PARTNER INVESTED IN

Your Success

EVO is a leading payment processor in the integrated payments space.
We continually invest in ways to drive growth for our POS reseller partners.
EARN MORE WITH:

EXPAND YOUR REACH WITH:

ISV PARTNERSHIPS. As a payments integration
specialist, EVO partners with hundreds of ISVs to
provide you with money-making opportunities,
including exclusive sales incentives, POS bundles,
HaaS/SaaS programs, and early access to new
payment technologies.

OUTBOUND CALL CAMPAIGNS.
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CHANNEL SUPPORT. EVO will take the time to

learn about your business goals, so that we can design
customized sales strategies and marketing campaigns
for you. We’ll also help you prepare and plan for
industry trends.

REVENUE SHARING. You’ll earn higher residuals

with EVO’s transparent revenue-sharing program, as
well as upfront cash for every MID, and frequent sales
promotions.

PAYMENT

INTEGRATIONS.

EVO supports
hundreds of POS terminals, software applications,
wireless products, integrated cash registers, and
e-commerce gateways. We also provide custom
payment integrations that include EMV solutions, P2P
encryption, tokenization, and out-of-scope solutions.

Learn More

ABOUT THE ADVANTAGES OF
EVO’S PARTNER PROGRAM.
800.591.6098 | EVOpayments.com

EVO has an
outbound call center division to provide reseller
partners with a resource to grow their residual
portfolios and assist with new prospects. Our
outbound sales specialists can execute campaigns
to reach targeted prospects, lost leads, and current
merchants for upsell opportunities.

GLOBAL PROCESSING. Earn revenue from new
markets with EVO’s ability to support merchants in
more than 50 countries through a single integration
point. With other payment processors, you would
have to use different providers for each step of the
payment cycle, such as processing, settlement,
boarding, and reporting.

SALES SUPPORT. You’ll have a dedicated team
of local, regional and national sales support
professionals to assist you with closing sales, getting
your merchants boarded, and making sure your
residuals are processed and sent to you quickly.

